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With the tournament just days away, the
fate of Deons gym hangs in the balance.
No one has seen or heard from the Puerto
Rican Pounder since the conclusion of
Damaris private bout. Finding Santana
becomes Romans top priority, forcing the
seasoned fighter to throw something
besides jabs and hooks. Navigating the
insatiable libidos of virile athletes becomes
his only option to track down the thieving
boxer. Hopefully, hes not too late.Roman
isnt the only one desperate to save the gym.
Pretty Boy Q struggles with being loyal to
Deon and solidifying his chances of
gaining the notoriety that would propel his
boxing career. A title belt would guarantee
his chances of getting big ticket fights. But
it could also mean the closing of the place
that made him what he is. Deciding on
whether to make a deal with the Devil or
just focusing on his future becomes even
more difficult with the weight of
expectations from Brent bearing down on
Quentin. There are no easy answers. Just
messy solutions that may burn everyone.
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Fandom powered by Wikia A natural in the ring and the bedroom he knocks out asses just as smoothly and as skilled
he does dudes in the Champion Breed III: Knocked Out (Volume 3)
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